
 

 

Traditionally, debates about infrastructure economics focus on the question of apportioning responsi-

bility for providing central infrastructures and analyse the advantages and disadvantages of different 

regulatory and organisational models (see also Chapter 2). In light of the financial sector’s increa-

sing importance for the economy and society, the incorporation of the financial sector seems to 

be a crucial addition to these perspectives because financial investors’ reasoning, which focuses on 

short and medium-term profits, can obstruct longer-term prospects and sustainable infrastructure fun-

ding and provision (Bowman et al., 2015; Mazzucato, 2018).  

The discussion about “financialisation” seems to be timely in the infrastructure sector not least be-

cause there are numerous political initiatives at various levels for opening up the infrastructure 

sector – including water supply and sanitation – to financial investors. Since 2010, the G20 group has 

worked hard to include institutional investors who could contribute private capital to close the “Infra-

structure Gap” (McKinsey Global Institute, 2016). Since then, national governments and a variety of 

international public financing institutions, including the World Bank, OECD and multilateral develo-

pment banks, have developed numerous re-regulation proposals and implemented initiatives for in-

corporating private capital. At a European level, the Juncker Plan (EFSI, European Fund for Stra-

tegic Investments), among others, is attempting to attract private capital in particular, as part of an 

investment campaign. In Germany, proposals for involving institutional investors have also been de-

veloped as part of the Commission for increasing investment, initiated by Sigmar Gabriel and led 

by Marcel Fratscher (Plank, 2018). In Austria, at a political level, the SPÖ’s “Plan A” recently found 

fault with the increased involvement of private capital in the not-for-profit housing industry (SPÖ 

(Social Democratic Party of Austria), 2017). Finally, the OECD recently made its mark with regard to 

the water sector when it headed a report on this topic with the, probably rhetorical, question “Water – 

Fit to Finance?” (OECD, 2015b). 

In academic literature, a multi-disciplinary research programme has been developing since the 1990s 

under the title of “financialisation”, focusing on the increased importance of the financial sector and its 

effects on the economy and society. In its broadest, most general definition, financialisation means 

“the increasing importance of financial markets, financial motives, financial institutions, and 

financial elites in the operations of the economy and its governing institutions, both at the 

national and international levels” (Epstein, 2005: 3). Particularly since the global economic and 

financial crisis of 2008/09, research into financialisation has developed and become differentiated 

significantly. One of the attempts at differentiation that is frequently used subdivides the work on fi-

nancialisation into three strands (French et al., 2011). The oldest strand chronologically speaking 

focuses on the macroeconomic level of the nation-state and the changes it undergoes. The second 


